INTRODUCTION
The major problem of pressure-driven membrane processing is fouling, which results in flux decline and changing retention characteristics [12] . Fouling limits membrane performance, reduces the working life of membranes and increases cleaning costs [4] .
Flux behaviour during ultrafiltration is determined by a number of factors including ultrafiltration of skimmed milk using tubular or hollow fibre membranes have been shown to be quite different to spiral-wound systems [5, 17] . These observations probably relate to differences in hydrodynamic conditions.
During ultrafiltration of skimmed milk, permeate flux can be improved by increasing the cross-flow velocity or the transmembrane pressure of the feed [4] . Increasing the cross-flow velocity and transmembrane pressure with spiral wound membranes leads to increased initial flux and changing flux pattern [5] . This suggests that flux and fouling are controlled by hydrodynamic factors.
However, limited information is available regarding the effect of hydrodynamic conditions on flux behaviour, fouling and retention characteristics during ultrafiltration of milk. Previous studies on permeate flux during ultrafiltration of milk have generally aimed to predict flux under steadystate conditions [5] where the membrane may already be fouled, while little work has attempted to investigate how fouling develops and the role of hydrodynamic factors in this development. This study aimed to determine the influence of TMP and τ w on flux behaviour, fouling and transmission characteristics during ultrafiltration of reconstituted skimmed milk and to determine the role of these variables on the mechanisms of flux and fouling. In this way it was hoped to enable prediction of the operating conditions producing the least fouling using a critical flux concept [3, 7, 20] .
MATERIALS AND METHODS

Membrane system and operation
A tubular membrane was used (Paterson Candy International, Hants, UK). The membranes were composed of PVDF, MWCO 200 000 g . mol -1 , with internal diameter 1.25 cm, active membrane length 57.6 cm providing membrane area 226 cm 2 . Pressure transducers (Ellision Sensors, Model GS4001, Wrexham, UK) were used to measure the pressure at the inlet (P i ) and outlet (P o ) of the membrane, and of the permeate (accuracy ± 1kPa). The pressure transducers were positioned as close to the inlet and outlet of the membrane as physically possible. The permeate was collected and weighed (accuracy ± 0.1 g) continuously to measure its flow rate. The temperature of feed was controlled by a heat exchanger. All of these parameters were measured every 30 s and monitored using a data logger system (Eltek,1000 Series, Chesterfield, UK). The cross-flow velocity was changed using a variable speed, 4.4 kW centrifugal pump (Puma, APV, Crawley, UK) with motor speed controller.
Membrane performance
By assuming that the osmotic pressure is very small the permeate flux (J) can be expressed as: (1) where µ p is permeate viscosity, TMP is the transmembrane pressure which can be calculated by the following equation: (2) where P i and P o are inlet and outlet pressure respectively and P p is permeate pressure. R T is the total hydraulic resistance, comprising the membrane resistance (R m ) and the fouling resistance (R f ):
R m reflects the physical properties of the membrane. R m for polymeric membranes was found to increase with increasing TMP and operating time due to membrane compaction [16] . R m for PVDF membrane in the range of TMP 0-3.5 bar and time 0-90 min was determined experimentally during
The same batch of powdered milk was used in all experiments to ensure that changes in measured parameters did not result from variation in milk composition.
Analytical methods
Total solids and protein contents of milk samples were measured using a Dairylab2 (Multispec Ltd, York, UK).
Protein content of the permeate samples was measured using the Bradford Assay Kit (Sigma Diagnostics, London, UK).
Viscosities of permeate and milk samples were measured using an Ostwald U-tube (BS/U) capillary direct flow viscometer.
Experimental procedures
The effects of TMP and τ w on flux, irreversible fouling and protein transmission were studied. Experiments were carried out in total recycle mode, at 50 °C. Fifteen kilograms of reconstituted skim milk was used in each run. Note that this is equivalent to a volume reduction ratio of 1. All experimental runs were carried out at least in duplicate.
The effect of varying TMP (0.5, 1.5, 2.5 and 3.5 bar) was investigated at constant conditions of τ w (19 and 227 Pa) . In a further series of experiments the effect of varying τ w (19, 76 , 152 and 227 Pa) at constant TMP (3.5 bar) was studied.
For each set of processing conditions, the feed tank was first filled with soft water at 50 °C to warm up the system and evaluate the water flux. Then the water was replaced with reconstituted skimmed milk. The permeate valve was completely shut off before the chosen operating conditions were set, and then gradually opened until the appropriate TMP was obtained. The permeate flux was monitored and recorded every 30 s by the logging system. After 60 min the milk was replaced and flushed with soft water at ultrafiltration of de-ionized water, thus obviating the effects of fouling and concentration polarisation.
R f can be broken down to reversible fouling resistance (R rf ) and irreversible fouling resistance (R if ):
R if was estimated after the membrane was fouled, by replacing the feed with water to eliminate reversible fouling resistance (see detail in experiment procedure). The water flux of the fouled membrane was then determined to estimate the irreversible fouling resistance by the following equation: (5) where J wf is water permeate flux of the fouled membrane. R rf at the end of run was calculated by using equations (3) and (4). τ w represents the shear forces on the surface of the membrane and can be calculated by the following equation using experimental values of P i and P o [8] : (6) where d h is the hydraulic diameter and L is the length of membrane.
Protein transmission (T r ) was calculated according to the following equation: (7) where C p and C r are the concentrations of the protein in the permeate and the retentate respectively.
Reconstituted skimmed milk
Reconstituted skim milk (8.2% total solids, 3.2% protein, pH 6.65-6.75) was prepared by adding medium heat skim milk powder to warm water in a jacketed vat with gentle agitation. It was thoroughly dissolved and then heated to 50 °C before processing.
50 °C, at cross-flow velocity 2 m . s -1 for 2 min while the permeate flux was completely shut-off. The average water flux was evaluated at TMP 0.5 bar and 50 °C over a period of 3 min to calculate R if . A permeate sample was collected for 3 min up to the specified time, for evaluation of protein transmission.
A further series of experiments was carried out in which the permeate flux was monitored during stepwise increasing and decreasing of TMP at constant τ w (227 Pa). Each TMP level was maintained for 20 min, except for at the highest level of TMP where conditions were maintained for 40 min. A sample of permeate was collected over the final 3 min at each TMP stage, for evaluation of protein transmission.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The influence of TMP and τ w on flux decline, irreversible fouling and protein transmission
The experimental error in all investigated parameters was determined by calculating standard deviation (SD), which indicated very good reproducibility. The limits of percentage errors were as follows: τ w (SD < 7%), TMP (< 5%), J (< 5%), R if (< 12%) and T r (< 2%).
The effect of TMP at low τ w (19 Pa)
The fluxes at each value of TMP were almost constant with time during 1 hour's processing (Fig. 1a) . There was a small increase in flux with increasing TMP over a seven-fold range (from 17 ± 0.5 kg . m -2 . h -1 at 0.5 bar to 20 ± 1 kg . m -2 . h -1 at 3.5 bar). Under these conditions, the irreversible fouling resistance (at the end of run) was small (1.77 ± 0.11 × 10 12 m -1 at 0.5 bar to 2.82 ± 0.29 × 10 12 m -1 at 3.5 bar) compared to the reversible fouling resistance (at the end of run) (10.7 × 10 12 m -1 at 0.5 bar to 74.9 × 10 12 m -1 at 3.5 bar). This result suggests that the flux was almost pressure-independent, controlled by reversible fouling resistance [4] . Total hydraulic resistance at each TMP did not change with time but increased greatly with increasing TMP. The contribution to reversible fouling resistance of concentration polarisation probably did not change with time because it would have been established in the first few seconds of processing, the rejected solute starting to form a polarisation layer instantaneously [6, 18] . The irreversible fouling due to consolidation may have increased with processing time, especially at high TMP, but the resulting resistance would be small compared to the total hydraulic resistance. Both reversible and irreversible fouling increased significantly with increasing TMP (Fig. 2a) . Irreversible fouling results from direct adsorption of soluble milk proteins onto the membrane surface, as well as deposition of milk proteins and salts during processing [4, 19] . It is possible that an increase in TMP encouraged the formation of irreversible fouling due to an increase in the amount of protein transported to the membrane surface by convection (permeate flux increase about 17%) [2] . It has been reported that the deposit formed under high pressure is tight and difficult to remove [10, 15] . The protein transmission at the end of run (60 min) of each condition is also presented in Figure 1a . Protein transmission decreased significantly with increased TMP. This could be due to an increase in both irreversible and reversible fouling [1] .
The effect of τ w
Increasing τ w up to 227 Pa at constant TMP (3.5 bar) led to a large increase in the initial flux (0 min) and subsequent rate of flux decline (Fig. 1b) . The initial flux at τ w 227 Pa (154 ± 2 kg . m -2 . h -1 ) being approximately eight times greater than at 19 Pa (20 ± 1 kg . m -2 . h -1 ). The increase in initial flux with increasing τ w was possibly due to an increase in the rate of particle (e.g. casein versible and reversible fouling decreased. One explanation could be that the irreversible fouling layer at high τ w (and therefore high flux) was less porous, or became more localised at the pore entrance, thus reducing effective pore size [10, 13] . The shear force may remove the larger casein micelles, whereas smaller particles (e.g. whey proteins, small micelles) would remain on the surface of the membrane and be responsible for build up of fouling [11] and/or filling in gaps in the porous cake layer, reducing its porosity [14] .
The effect of TMP at high τ w (227 Pa)
The influence of TMP at the highest τ w (227 Pa) is shown in Figure 1a . Unlike at lower τ w (19 Pa) the flux at all TMP levels declined with time. Increasing the TMP micelles, whey proteins or insoluble matter) removal, which could result from an increase in back diffusion and shear enhanced diffusion [3] . In addition, the rate of flux decline increased with increasing τ w which may be due to an increased rate of particle deposition resulting from the increased initial flux, the rate of particle deposition being higher than the rate of particle removal. As τ w increased, the reversible fouling resistance was decreased greatly (from 74.9 × 10 12 m -1 , at τ w = 19 Pa to 9.6 × 10 12 m -1 , at τ w = 227 Pa) while irreversible fouling decreased significantly from 2.82 ± 0.29 × 10 12 m -1 (τ w 19 Pa) to 1.70 ± 0.13 × 10 12 m -1 (τ w = 227 Pa) (Fig. 2b) . This result suggests that τ w has a role in removal of particles away from the membrane surface by erosion. Moreover, protein transmission decreased with increased τ w (Fig.  1b) which was unexpected as both the irre- resulted in increases in both the initial flux and the rate of flux decline, suggesting that the flux was in the pressure-dependent region. However, the effect of increasing TMP from 0.5 bar (initial flux = 93 ± 2 kg . m -2 . h -1 ) to 1.5 bar (initial flux = 134 ± 3 kg . m -2 . h -1 ) was much greater than subsequent increases to 2.5 bar (initial flux = 144 ± 3 kg . m -2 . h -1 ) and 3.5 bar (initial flux = 154 ± 2 kg . m -2 . h -1 ). This could be due to a higher resistance due to reversible fouling at the higher values of TMP (Fig. 2a) , in which the flux approached the limiting flux. The rate of flux decline increased as TMP (or flux) increased. This result indicates that permeate flux plays an important role in particle deposition causing the flux decline. Increasing TMP led to increased irreversible fouling (Fig. 2a) . This was possibly due to more solute deposition on the membrane surface by convective transport (permeate flux) followed by consolidation at high TMP to form a stronger deposit which could not be removed by the force of erosion. Furthermore, protein transmission also decreased as TMP (or flux) increased (Fig. 1a) which suggests that the fouling developed at high τ w was caused by smaller particles resulting in a less porous deposit. However, the increase in reversible fouling as TMP increased may also have contributed to the reduction. The significant effects of both TMP and τ w on the ultrafiltration performance, including flux, fouling and protein transmission suggest that under conditions where irreversible fouling is reduced (i.e. high wall shear stress), fouling could be minimised shown for each TMP level. The difference between the initial flux and the flux at 20 min at the lower TMP levels (0.32 and 0.55 bar) was very small. As TMP was increased to 1 bar the flux decreased from 116 initially to 107 kg . m -2 . h -1 after 20 min and similar flux decline with time was observed at the higher TMP values. However, the flux did not increase greatly as TMP increased from 2.5 to 3.59 bar indicating that the flux was approaching the limiting flux, which was about 120 kg . m -2 . h -1 . The flux decline with time may have been due to increasing permeate flux leading to increased particle deposition rates which were higher than particle removal rates [9] .
With stepwise decreases in TMP, it was also notable that the reduction in flux with each step was followed by an increase in and constant flux could be maintained by balancing the particle erosion rate (using shear force) and particle deposition (controlled by permeate flux) as also suggested by Gesan et al. [9] .
Critical operating conditions
Flux behaviour and fouling characteristics
The response of permeate flux during stepwise increasing and decreasing TMP at constant, high τ w (227 Pa), was investigated over two ranges of TMP (0-0.38 bar and 0.32-3.59 bar). For the higher TMP range (Fig. 3b) the permeate flux with time. This may have been due to reduced particle deposition rates resulting from decreased permeate flux, the particle removal rates becoming higher than the particle deposition rates. This suggests that the deposit, which had formed as TMP increased, could be removed by the wall shear force. Moreover, the flux during the decreasing TMP steps was considerably lower than that during the increasing steps at the same TMP levels. Thus hysteresis was observed. This suggests that an irreversible deposit also formed, which could not be removed by the wall shear force.
When a similar exercise was carried out at lower TMP levels (0-0.38 bar) (Fig. 3a) , the flux increased or decreased with stepwise changes in TMP, as before, but subsequently remained constant with time in all cases. This indicates that a balance between particle removal rate and particle deposition rate existed under these conditions. The fluxes during the decreasing steps were also lower than during increasing TMP, but the differences were less marked than over the high TMP range. Therefore, only a very small hysteresis was observed. This result suggests that less irreversible fouling occurred at lower TMP.
Protein transmission was also investigated during the stepwise increasing and decreasing of TMP. Under the conditions of high TMP and flux (Fig. 3b) , transmitted protein decreased as TMP and flux increased, but subsequently recovered partially as TMP decreased, suggesting that both reversible and irreversible fouling affected the protein transmission. On the other hand, protein transmission remained constant (T r (%) = 0.82) over the lower range of TMP (Fig. 3a) . Presumably changes in irreversible or reversible fouling were not sufficient to affect protein transmission in the latter case. However, the protein transmission was considerably higher compared to levels usually found in the dairy industry [4] where protein transmission is about 0.1%. This was probably because the membrane used in this study had a bigger pore size (200 000 g . mol -1 ) compared to those normally used for ultrafiltration in the dairy industry (around 25 000 g . mol -1 ). It is also possible that under these conditions both reversible and irreversible fouling was low.
Critical flux concept
The critical flux concept for membrane filtration has been proposed by Field et al. [7] . Critical flux can be considered to be the flux just below that at which deposition onto the membrane to form a cake layer begins. At this point a concentration polarisation layer is present, but this does not become solidified into a cake on the membrane surface and in principle is reversible. They claimed that operating membrane filtration at a permeate flux lower than or equal to the critical flux could reduce or eliminate irreversible membrane fouling. Critical flux is determined by hydrodynamic conditions, pore size and composition of the feed, and is sometimes equal to limiting flux but in other cases operating membrane filtration at the limiting flux causes more fouling. The critical flux can be evaluated by investigating TMP at controlled permeate flux levels. Increasing TMP at a given flux indicates that the balance of particle convection and removal has shifted towards deposition, and hence the critical flux has been exceeded [3] . At fluxes equal to or lower than the critical flux, the relationship between TMP and flux should be linear with no hysteresis [20] . Two forms of the critical flux have been proposed [20] . The "strong" form of critical flux exists if the flux of a suspension is identical to the flux of clean water at the same TMP. The "weak" form of critical flux exists if the relationship between flux and TMP is linear, but the slope of the line differs from that for clean water. The latter case only would be relevant to the current study.
The value of the critical flux will also be influenced by τ w . The ratio of J/τ w has been used to evaluate membrane filtration performance regarding fouling and selectivity.
The permeate flux played an important role in particle deposition rate, influencing both reversible and irreversible fouling. Both reversible and irreversible fouling affected the transmission of protein. Low irreversible fouling and constant flux were obtained when flux was lower than the critical flux. The critical flux at τ w = 227 Pa was about 90-100 kg . m -2 . h -1 .
Current studies aim to discover the effect of wall shear stress, concentration, the physico-chemical properties of the milk as well as the influence of membrane characteristics on the critical flux. This should help to ensure more efficient ultrafiltration of milk.
The ratio defines the balance of particle deposition rate (relating to J) and particle removal rate (relating to τ w ) [9] . Operating conditions are recommended in which J/τ w is lower than the critical value. This concept is similar to critical flux concept but also takes into account the effect of τ w .
The results from stepwise increasing and decreasing TMP enable the evaluation of the critical operating conditions required to minimise both reversible and irreversible fouling, using the critical flux concept. Chen et al. [3] observed a small hysteresis effect even at fluxes below the critical flux in similar experiments using colloidal silica suspensions. Since only a small hysteresis was observed in Figure 3a , and the relationship between flux and TMP was almost linear, the flux obtained was probably lower than the weak form of the critical flux at all pressures. However, the change in flux characteristics occurring at TMP of 1 bar, as observed in Figure 3b , suggest that at high τ w (227 Pa) the critical flux would be around 90-100 kg . m -2 . h -1 . This would result in a ratio of J/τ w of approximately 0.4 kg . m -2 . h -1 . Pa -1 . Gesan et al. [9] carried out microfiltration of skimmed milk using a 0.1 µm pore size tubular ceramic membrane at constant volume reduction ratio of 2. Their data produced a ratio of J/τ w of approximately 0.6 kg . m -2 . h -1 . Pa -1 (τ w = 100 Pa, critical flux = 58 kg . m -2 . h -1 ) which is comparable to the current study. Differences would be expected due to the different pore size, membrane material and feed composition.
CONCLUSION
The hydrodynamic factors, TMP, permeate flux and τ w played an important role in flux pattern and fouling characteristics. Increasing TMP increased both reversible and irreversible fouling. Increasing τ w led to increased permeate flux as well as reducing the reversible and irreversible fouling due to an increase in particle removal rate.
